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Microsoft teams android app test call



Finding the best headset, microphone and camera to use in team calls can be a pain. Usually, dedicated hardware is the best and offers better results than the microphone and speakers built into the workstations. Using a dedicated camera is a more difficult call because the quality of
cameras available in desktops today is pretty good. But even after setting on the hardware, you still don't know how it works from other people's point of view on team calls. This is where the ability to make a test call comes into appeal. Check Call Quality exists in Skype for Business Online
and is requested on User Voice, where Microsoft's June 12 response indicates that the feature is currently being tested in-house. Well, Test Call has shown in a number of tenants that I have used (all configured in the targeted version), so it must be coming very soon. Make a team test call
To make a test call with the desktop client (the option doesn't exist in the browser client), click your avatar (pictured) in the top bar and select Settings, then Devices. Make sure the right audio devices are selected for the test, then click Make a test call (Figure 1). Figure 1: The test call option
in Team Team settings makes the test call to a bot. Unlike human beings, bots are always willing to accept a call, even from annoying people. The bot responds and allows you to record a few words before you re-play the words to check if the quality is acceptable. Only English calls are
currently supported. At the end of the call, you see some test results (Figure 2). Figure 2: The results of a Microsoft team test call delete the recording of the test call once you're done. The test call verifies that you can connect to teams to make a call the same way you call it in a meeting. It
tests selected audio devices and it shows you what you see on the camera (and shows why you need to activate the background blur). It doesn't do anything to improve your voice or looks, but apart from that, Test Call is a pretty useful feature. Need to know more about the teams calling?
Chapter 16 of Office 365 for it pros eBook explains the mysteries of the call and how to achieve a high call quality. Finding the best headset, microphone and camera to use in team calls can be a pain. Usually, dedicated hardware is the best and offers better results than the microphone and
speakers built into the workstations. Using a dedicated camera is a more because the quality of cameras available in workstations today is pretty good. But even after setting on the hardware, you still don't know how it works from other people's point of view on team calls. This is where the
ability to make a test call comes into appeal. Check Call Quality exists in Skype for Business Online and is requested on User Voice, where Microsoft's June 12 response indicates that the feature is currently being tested in-house. Well, Test Call showed up at a number of tenants I used
used configured in the targeted version), so it should be coming very soon. Make a team test call To make a test call with the desktop client (the option doesn't exist in the browser client), click your avatar (pictured) in the top bar and select Settings, then Devices. Make sure the right audio
devices are selected for the test, then click Make a test call (Figure 1). Figure 1: The test call option in Team Team settings makes the test call to a bot. Unlike human beings, bots are always willing to accept a call, even from annoying people. The bot responds and allows you to record a
few words before you re-play the words to check if the quality is acceptable. Only English calls are currently supported. At the end of the call, you see some test results (Figure 2). Figure 2: The results of a Microsoft team test call delete the recording of the test call once you're done. The test
call verifies that you can connect to teams to make a call the same way you call it in a meeting. It tests selected audio devices and it shows you what you see on the camera (and shows why you need to activate the background blur). It doesn't do anything to improve your voice or looks, but
apart from that, Test Call is a pretty useful feature. Need to know more about the teams calling? Chapter 16 of Office 365 for it pros eBook explains the mysteries of the call and how to achieve a high call quality. Quality.
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